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Just published: Scott Kupor's new book on venture capital. Buy your copy today!

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER.
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All about Direct Listings
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a16z @a16z

a16z monthly newsletter -- topics/resources in it from June/early July include: direct listings; the politics of

tech; on CFIUS/FIRRMA; on expensive medicines; repeat entrepreneurs' lessons learned, reflections, more --

view + subscribe: https://t.co/QecrZwcFH3
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This week’s newsletter just went out to 119,675 subscribers. https://t.co/O7CraVuNs6

Vitaly Gordon @vitalygordon

@Tawheed @bhorowitz @pmarca Steve Jobs said it very well in his famous Stanford commencement

speech - you can only connect the dots looking backwards.
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